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Sofa will come and grow
As demands change with each customer

when she isn't just a piece of furniture   

Flower.6 makes us think:       

What is our really need at this moment?
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Just let it be, free variation
The series of Flower.6 emphasize natural regression , 
meet the changeable need.
To make the most efficient use of the office space , 
showing the balance of beauty between human and nature.
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。 Liner -workstation , extend at will.
A lively line , the space owns fairshaped and tight-feeling.
Two ways , delivering the concept of more humanized design.
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Combine by your own creative ideas , more fun you get.
A open & flexible combination easily creates customized independent space.
For a simple space , the combinations of creativity and fun become a new bright spot.

Z-workstation , multi group negotiation.
Modular design solves the need of multi group negotiation by easy change , 
showing endless creativity in coordination.

L-workstation , free talks.
Placing a L-shape forms a open-styled space where could communicate with each other , 
sheds a charm with free & wild.

。



Innovative design Beauty of details
Unique thread decoration brings sprit to the whole design.
Insertable and moveable handrest enables arm support wherever you sit. 
Decorated by wooden feet and tea table, the whole style looks neat.
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Comfortable back cushion Eyeball attracting colors
Sundy series velveteen is comfortable and durable.
Combined with pure color cushion, this laconic sofa helps create a fashionable taste.
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。 Petal shape design Astonishing mould

Vividly design adds color to the whole space.
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。

Cute shape Luminous colors
The introduction of log shape table creates a sense of depth.

SD

S-SD38 S-SD35 S-SD21 S-SD24 S-SD57 S-SD13 S-SD82 S-SD83 S-SD32 木 W-20B

Material

沙发 Sofa

SF37.1.MR.X
650*750*760*420

SF37.2.MR.X
1300*750*760*420

SF37.3.MR.Z
1950*750*760*420

SF37.1JD.MR.X
650*750*420

SF37.2JD.MR.X
1300*750*420

SF37.CJ.X
650*730*418

SF37.1.MR.Z
650*750*760*420

SF37.2.MR.Z
1300*750*760*420

SF37.3.MR.Z
1950*750*760*420

SF37.1JD.MR.Z
650*750*420

SF37.2JD.MR.Z
1300*750*420

SF37.CJ.Z
730*730*418

SF37.FS.MR.Z
730*160*360

SF37.FSD.MR
400*180*180

SF37.FSB
400*180*98

SF37.YJD.MR
¢420*420

SF37.HJD.MR
460*450*430

 Bolster

SK32.C.MR
500*300*80

SK30.F.MR
400*400*80

SK30.C.MR
500*300*80

SK31.C.MR
500*300*80

SK31.F.MR
400*400*80

SK32.F.MR
400*400*80




